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Purpose  
This discussion document sets out the Government’s proposals for Crown Pastoral Land 
Reform regulations, that Toitū Te Whenua Land Information New Zealand (Toitū Te 
Whenua LINZ) is carrying out consultation. 

Context 
The Crown owns approximately 1.2 million hectares of Crown pastoral land that is leased 
for pastoral farming, making up five percent of New Zealand’s total land area. These are 
usually perpetually renewed. This land encompasses some of New Zealand’s most iconic 
landscapes and is a taonga for New Zealanders.  

There has been public concern about the management of Crown pastoral land, including 
degradation of biodiversity and landscape values on current and former Crown pastoral 
land over time. 

The Crown Pastoral Land Reform Act 2022 (Reform Act) amends the Crown Pastoral Land 
Act 1998 (the Act) and the Land Act 1948 to: 

• implement an outcomes-based approach that considers adverse effects on inherent 
values (including cumulative effects) on Crown pastoral land, while providing for on-
going pastoral farming;  

• provide clearer, more transparent decision-making, stronger accountability, and more 
opportunity for public involvement; 

• support evolving relationships between Māori and the Crown, while recognising the 
relationship of Māori with their ancestral lands; and  

• end tenure review. 

LINZ, on behalf of the Commissioner of Crown Lands (Commissioner), is responsible for 
the administration of Crown pastoral land.  

The Crown Pastoral Land Reform Act introduces regulation and standard making powers 
to the Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998 (the Act). Section 100R(1) of the Act provides the 
authority to make regulations. Regulations must fall within the scope of the power 
granted. 

LINZ has identified the regulations that are needed to support the efficient and effective 
implementation of the changes to the administration of Crown pastoral land introduced 
by the Act. The regulation proposals in this consultation include:  

• The information required from leaseholders when applying for consent to carry 
out a discretionary pastoral activity, commercial recreation permit, or stock 
limitation exemption. 
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• Matters the Commissioner must consider when determining the level of adverse 
effects of a discretionary pastoral activity, commercial recreation permit, or stock 
limitation exemption, on the unique values of the land. 

• Setting the information required to accompany agreements between leaseholders 
and the Crown to mitigate or resolve a breach.  

• Determining the fees for certain infringement offences. 
• Determining the form of an infringement notice.  

Once consultation has been completed, the regulations will be drafted by the 
Parliamentary Counsel Office (PCO).  

LINZ is still determining if additional regulations are required. If more are needed, those 
will also be open for public consultation at a later date.  

How to provide feedback 
LINZ welcomes your feedback on the proposed regulations by 19 August 2022.  

Your submission may respond to one or all of the proposed regulations. 

The following is a list of questions to help in providing feedback on the proposals for 
regulations. You do not need to answer these questions, they are meant as guide.  

1. Do you support the proposed recommendation(s) and why? 

2. Do you disagree with the proposed recommendation(s) and why?  

3. Do you consider there to be anything missing from the proposed 
recommendation and if so, what?  

4. Any additional comments you have on the proposed recommendations  

You can make a submission by:  

• Completing the submission form: 
Submission form: Proposed Regulations and Standards 
 

• Emailing your submission as a PDF or Microsoft Word document to 
CPLconsultation@linz.govt.nz 
 

• Mailing your submission to: 

Crown Pastoral Land Consultation  
Land Information New Zealand  
PO Box 5501  
Wellington 6145 
New Zealand  

https://www.linz.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/doc/cplr_submission-form_regs-standards_20220628.docx
mailto:CPLconsultation@linz.govt.nz
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Contact for queries  

Please direct any queries to: CPLconsultation@linz.govt.nz. 

Use of information  

The information provided in submissions will be used to inform the development of a 
Commissioner Standard. Submitters may be contacted directly if clarification of any 
matters in submissions is required. 

LINZ will publish a summary of submissions 

A summary of submissions will be published on the LINZ website at www.linz.govt.nz.  

LINZ will consider you to have consented to the publishing of your submission by making 
a submission, unless you clearly specify otherwise in your submission.  

All submissions are subject to the Official Information Act 1982. Please clearly identify any 
information that you wish to remain confidential and give reasons for your request.  LINZ 
will take this into account when making an assessment about the release of submissions 
under the Official Information Act 1982.  

If your submission contains confidential information, please indicate this on the front of 
the submission. Any confidential information should be clearly marked within the text. If 
you wish to provide a submission containing confidential information, please provide a 
separate version excluding the relevant information for publication on our website.  

Private information  

The Privacy Act 2020 establishes certain principles with respect to the collection, use and 
disclosure of information about individuals by various agencies. Any personal information 
you supply to LINZ in your submission will only be used for the purpose of assisting in the 
development of the Commissioner Standard. Please clearly indicate in the cover letter or 
email accompanying your submission if you do not wish your name, or any other personal 
information, to be included in any summary of submissions that LINZ may publish. 

Permission to reproduce 

The copyright owner authorises reproduction of this work, in whole or in part, as long as 
no charge is being made for the supply of copies, and the integrity and attribution of the 
work as a publication of LINZ is not interfered with in any way.   

mailto:CPLconsultation@linz.govt.nz
http://www.linz.govt.nz/
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Proposed regulations 
100R(1)(a) – Information required from applicants 
(a) Prescribing the information required to be provided with an application for 
consent to undertake a discretionary pastoral activity or for the grant of a 
commercial recreation permit or stock limitation exemption  

Why is this regulation required? 
Applicants must provide ‘sufficient information’ when applying for a discretionary pastoral 
activity consent, commercial recreation permit or stock limitation exemption. This 
regulation is required to provide certainty and transparency about the information 
applicants are required to provide.  

Key considerations 
• Any regulation(s) made under section 100R(1)(a) will specify the information that 

must be included in an application. 
• When an applicant provides insufficient information, the Commissioner can decline 

to accept the application, or request further information from an applicant (or any 
other party). 

• Once an application has been accepted, the Commissioner can also seek additional 
advice from relevant experts where they deem it necessary in order to make their 
decision.  

• What the Commissioner considers ‘sufficient information’ to assess an application 
will always be determined on a case-by-case basis, as the scale of the proposed 
activity and the significance of potential impacts on inherent values will vary 
between applications. 
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Potential content 

Discretionary pastoral activity consent applications 
Regulations made under section 100R(1)(a) could require applicants to provide the 
following information with any application for consent to undertake a discretionary 
pastoral activity: 

• The applicant’s personal details (name, address and contact details) and what lease 
or licence the application relates to. 

• A description of the proposed activity, including details such as how the activity will 
be undertaken, where and when it will be undertaken and for how long, as well as 
outlining how it contributes to pastoral farming. 

• A description of the area affected by the activity, including the size and scale of 
effects as well as identifying any inherent values affected. 

• An assessment of the actual and potential adverse effects of the activity on inherent 
values, which includes an appropriate level of detail depending on the scale of the 
activity and the significance of the effects it may have on inherent values. 

• A description of any measures (including safeguards and contingency plans where 
relevant) that will be undertaken to avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse effects 
identified. 

• A description and assessment of any reasonable alternatives to the activity 
(including their potential adverse effects), including reasons why the alternative 
was not applied for. 

• A description of how, any adverse effects will be monitored and by whom if consent 
is granted for the activity. 

• Where an activity will have more than minor effects and section 11(2) applies, 
information to show that the activity is necessary to enable the exercise of rights 
and obligations under a lease or licence and whether the activity fits one or more 
of the criteria in Schedule 1ABA. 

• Where an activity will have more than minor effects and section 11(3) applies, 
information to show how the activity is needed to support the ongoing financial 
viability of the pastoral farming enterprise. 

  

https://legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2020/0307/latest/LMS371557.html#LMS495692
https://legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2020/0307/latest/LMS371653.html
https://legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2020/0307/latest/LMS371557.html#LMS495692
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Commercial recreation permits applications 
Regulations made under section 100R(1)(a) could require applicants to provide the 
following information with any application for a commercial recreation permit: 

• The applicant’s personal details (name, address and contact details) and what lease 
or licence the application relates to. 

• A description of the proposed activity, including details such as how the activity will 
be undertaken, where and when it will be undertaken and for how long. 

• Where the applicant is not the lease or licence holder, evidence that the relevant 
lease or licence holder(s) has consented to the proposed activity. 

• An assessment of the actual and potential adverse effects of the activity on inherent 
values, which includes an appropriate level of detail depending on the scale of the 
activity, and the significance of the effects it may have on inherent values. 

• A description of any measures (including safeguards and contingency plans where 
relevant) that will be undertaken to avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effects 
identified. 

• A description and assessment of any reasonable alternatives to the activity 
(including their potential adverse effects), including reasons why the alternative 
was not applied for. 

• A description of how, any adverse effects will be monitored and by whom if consent 
is granted for the commercial recreation permit. 

• Where a recreation permit has previously been consented or uses existing 
infrastructure, information that shows the proposed activity meets one or more of 
the criteria in section 12(2). This could include information that shows: 

o An existing activity has been allowed in the past by the Commissioner and 
uses infrastructure or buildings previously consented by the Commissioner. 

o A new activity will use existing infrastructure and buildings previously 
consented by the Commissioner, even if the activity was not their original 
purpose. 

o An activity is necessary to enable the continued use of existing buildings or 
infrastructure which has been consented by the Commissioner. 

• Information such as business plans or other financial projections, that can be used 
when determining if any fees should be charged by the Commissioner should a 
commercial recreation permit be granted.  
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Stock limitation exemption   
Regulations made under section 100R(1)(a) could require applicants to provide the 
following information with any application for a stock limitation exemption under section 
16(3): 

• The applicant’s personal details (name, address and contact details) and what lease 
or licence the application relates to. 

• A description of the proposed exemption to stock limitations, including current and 
proposed stock numbers and classes of stock, as well as how the proposed stock 
exemption contributes to pastoral farming. 

• A description of the area affected by the activity, including the size and scale of 
effects, as well as identifying any inherent values affected. 

• An assessment of the actual and potential adverse effects of the activity on inherent 
values, which includes an appropriate level of detail depending on the scale of the 
activity, and the significance of the effects it may have on inherent values. 

• A description of any measures (including safeguards and contingency plans where 
relevant) that will be undertaken to avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effects 
identified. 

• A description and assessment of any reasonable alternatives to the activity 
(including their potential adverse effects), including reasons why the alternative 
was not applied for. 

• A description of how, any adverse effects will be monitored and by who if consent is 
granted for the activity. 

• Where an activity will have more than minor effects and section 11(3) applies, 
information to show how the activity is needed to support the ongoing financial 
viability of the pastoral farming enterprise. 

  

https://legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2020/0307/latest/LMS371557.html#LMS495692
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Stock limitation exemption (transfers)   
Regulations made under section 100R(1)(a) could require applicants to provide the 
following information with any application for a renewed stock limitation exemption 
under section 16(4) that provides for stock numbers and types equal to, or lower than, 
the previous holder’s exemption when a lease or licence is transferred: 

• The applicant’s personal details (name, address and contact details) and what lease 
or licence the application relates to. 

• A description of the proposed exemption to stock limitations, including current and 
proposed stock numbers and classes of stock, as well as how the proposed stock 
exemption contributes to pastoral farming. 

• Information to show that the applicant is capable of managing the number and 
class of stock specified in the application.  

• Information to show that the land, in its current state, is capable of sustaining the 
number and class of stock specified in the application.  
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100R(1)(b) – Matters the Commissioner must take 
into account 
(b) Matters the Commissioner must take into account in deciding the level of 
adverse effects of a pastoral activity or commercial recreation permit or stock 
limitation exemption on inherent values. 

Why is this regulation required? 
This regulation is required to provide certainty and transparency about the matters that 
will be considered by the Commissioner when determining the level of adverse effects on 
inherent values. This must be undertaken when assessing applications for discretionary 
pastoral activities, stock exemptions or commercial recreation permits.  

Key considerations  
• The Bill does not prescribe how the level of effects should be identified.  
• Given the varying nature of sites and activities across leases and licences, these 

matters may not all be applicable to each site.  
• The potential content outlines matters that the Commissioner could consider when 

determining the level of adverse effects.  
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Potential content 
Regulations made under section 100R(1)(b) could require the Commissioner to take into 
account the following matters when identifying the level of adverse effects of a proposed 
activity on inherent values: 

Consideration  Description  

Scale and extent of 
activity  

Scale considers the size of the activity (e.g. the height, width, 
length etc. of any structure), while extent looks at the land 
area that the activity covers (e.g. the percentage of the lease 
or licence affected). 

Duration, timing and 
frequency of effect  

The length of time an effect will occur for, when, and how 
often it will occur (e.g. the number of times an area will be 
top-dressed over a period of time). 

Temporary and 
permanent effects  

Whether the effects are temporary (e.g. construction effects) 
or permanent (e.g. removal of trees or creating a road/track). 

Inherent values 
affected and their 
importance 

What are the inherent values affected and their importance.   

Probability of 
occurrence  

The likelihood of each adverse effect occurring, taking into 
account when the activity occurs (e.g. there maybe a low 
probability of an indigenous shrubland being burned as the 
result of a controlled burn at some times of the year). 

Proportionality of 
adverse effects 

The proportion of the inherent values affected by the 
proposed activity (e.g. if 10 percent of matagouri in the 
wider area is affected). 

Sensitivity The resilience of inherent values to the potential effects of 
the activity (e.g. if a species can cope with higher 
proportions of exotic grasses following oversowing) 

Cumulative effects The effects that will arise over time and land area, and what 
effects will occur in combination with other effects and 
activities (existing and proposed). (e.g. the total effects of 
consenting to burning and cultivating an area over time). 
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100R(1)(d) – Information for enforceable 
undertakings 
(d) Prescribing the form of, or the information that must be contained in or 
accompany an enforceable undertaking under s100B. 

Why is this regulation required? 
This regulation is required to give effect to a section 100B, which allows the 
Commissioner to accept an enforceable undertaking that is accompanied by information 
prescribed in regulations. An enforceable undertaking is a legal agreement between 
leaseholders and the Crown to mitigate or resolve a breach. 

Key considerations  
• The Commissioner can accept an enforceable undertaking from the holder of a 

lease, licence or commercial recreation permit in connection with any breach or 
alleged breach of their reviewable instrument (lease, licence, etc.), or the terms 
and conditions of any discretionary pastoral activity consent, commercial 
recreation permit, or exemption from stock limitation. 

• An enforceable undertaking is legally binding and sets out what action the party 
agrees to take, when it will be done by, and how. In the case of the Act, 
enforceable undertakings are best used when there is an ability to remedy or 
mitigate a breach, the impacts of doing so on inherent values are no more than 
minor, and the holder is willing to act.  

• Any information required in an enforceable undertaking will need to be clear and 
detailed enough that any failure to comply can be identified and action taken.  
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Potential content 
Regulations made under section 100R(1)(d) could require the following information to 
accompany any enforceable undertaking. 

• The applicant’s personal details (name, address and contact details) and what lease 
or licence the application relates to. 

• The details of the breach that the undertaking applies to, such as the breached 
consent condition or legislation. 

• A proposed legal agreement (the undertaking) setting out key information, 
including: 

o The actions the applicant will take to address, remedy or mitigate the 
breach or alleged breach. 

o A map showing the location of the action and where any actions are to be 
undertaken. 

o The date that the enforceable undertaking comes into effect and a 
timeframe for completion of the undertaking. 

o A monitoring schedule for reporting progress and completion of the 
undertaking to the Commissioner. 

o A list of any consents the applicant will require from the Commissioner (or 
under any other enactments) to undertake the actions committed to in the 
undertaking. 

o An agreement from all parties that a final compliance report will be 
submitted to the Commissioner for their approval before the undertaking 
can be discharged. 
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100R(1)(f-g) – Infringements 
(g) Prescribing penalties for infringement offences against this Act or regulations 
made under this Act which –  

(i) in the case of infringement fees, must not be more than $1,000; and  

(ii) in the case of maximum fines, must not be more than twice the amount 
of the infringement fee for the offence; 

(h) Prescribing the form of infringement notices and infringement offence 
reminder notices. 

Why are these regulations required? 
These regulations support the implementation of an infringement regime as set out in 
sections 100D to 100M. They will relate to the following offences (as set out in section 
100D(1)): 

• Burning vegetation without consent. 
• Undertaking an activity affecting or disturbing soil without consent.  
• Contravening a stock limitation (or exemption from a stock limitation). 
• Undertaking an activity requiring a commercial recreation permit without a permit.  
• Removing any timber, tree, or bush without consent, unless required for any 

agricultural, pastoral, household, roadmaking or building purpose on the land, or 
has been planted or purchased by the leaseholder. 

Regulations are required to give effect to sections 100D to 100M as they will prescribe 
the form of an infringement notice and infringement reminder notice (section 100R(1)(e) 
and 100K and the infringement fees to be applied (section 100J(a)). 

Key considerations and potential content 

Section 100R(1)(f) and (g) 
• Regulations made under section 100R(1)(f) would prescribe the infringement fee 

for all of the offences identified in section 100D. 
• Any potential infringement fee should be considered against four key criteria: 

o Proportionality (including the level of harm involved in the offending) 
o Reasonable deterrence 
o Appropriateness of the infringement fee  
o Similarity to other regimes 

• Infringement fees could vary based on the activity and/or impact, or be a set 
amount applied across all offences. As infringement offences relate to operating 
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without the required approval from the Commissioner, it could be appropriate for 
all offences to incur the same infringement fee.  

• Potential infringement fee amounts could include $300, $600 and $1,000. Any 
amount should provide a reasonable deterrent without overstating or 
understating the seriousness of the impact. 

Section 100R(1)(g) 
• Should infringement fees be imposed as intended under sections 100D to 100M, 

then regulations will need to include a prescribed infringement notice and 
reminder notice. 

• Regulations must be made under section 100R(h) to prescribe the form of an 
infringement notice and a reminder notice, with such notices to contain the 
information required under section 100G. Appendix A sets out an example 
infringement notice. 
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Appendix A – Infringement notice 
The Commissioner of Crown Lands (the Commissioner), in accordance with section 100A 
of the Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998 (the Act), has served [LESSEE] of [LEASE NAME] a 
written notice [Ref number] in relation to the following breaches: 

• [BREACH 1] 

• [BREACH 2] 

• [BREACH 3] 

These are not permitted activities as set out in Part 1 Schedule 1AB of the Act and require 
a [CONSENT/PERMIT] from the Commissioner before being undertaken.  

Having reviewed the active [CONSENTS/PERMITS] currently granted for [LEASE NAME], 
we have found that the Commissioner has not granted a [CONSENT/PERMIT] for the 
above activities to occur. Under section 100D of the Act, this is an infringeable offence.  

The Chief Executive of Toitū Te Whenua Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) has 
authorised me to issue the following infringement(s) in accordance with sections 
100D to 100M of the Act and Crown Pastoral Land Regulations 2022 (the 
regulation(s)) to you, [LESSEE’s FULL NAME], by [METHOD] as the [LESSEE] of 
[LEASE]: 

• [BREACH 1] ($[AMOUNT]) – In accordance with regulation [XXX]. 

The total infringement is $[TOTAL AMOUNT OF INFRINGEMENTS], due on [SERVED 
DATE + 28 DAYS]. 

Payment 

The total owed is to be paid before the due date into the following Crown Bank Account, 
citing the infringement notice number in the reference section. 

[XXX] 

Additional enforcement action 

This infringement notice does not prevent the Commissioner from considering or 
pursuing additional responses in line with Part 4A of the Act, as set out in the written 
notice of breach. 

Response 

You have 28 days to pay this infringement notice. If the associated written notice of a 
breach is subject to a rehearing by the Commissioner of Crown Lands under section 17 of 
the Land Act 1948, and you are successful in proving consent or permit of the activities 
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listed above, then the Chief Executive of Land Information New Zealand will withdraw this 
infringement notice under s100H of the Crown Pastoral Land Act 1948. 

Publication of decision 

The Commissioner, under section 22D of the Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998, must publish 
every decision made relating to the use of pastoral land on LINZ’s website. A copy of the 
infringement notice will be published unless a rehearing is sought within 21 days from 
this letter.  

If you have any questions about this decision or would like additional information, 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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